
Jekyll and Hyde or the struggle between the polar twins 

slide 1 The theme 

The theme that is most frequently associated with Stevenson and that emerges 

in different forms in most of his works is moral duality in man. The fight between 

good and evil was in some cases embodied by heroes and villains respectively. 

In other works, as in Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, the battle was inside the soul of the 

protagonist, probably drawing inspiration from the author’s own personality. 

Readers will follow the plots discovering gradually that black and white are not 

always totally separated and ethical principles are difficult to identify. By using 

multiple narrators, the author creates situations that challenge the reader’s moral 

beliefs and force him or her to think about life’s great ethical questions. 

Is it really possible to separate good from evil? 

Good vs. evil is basically the novel’s biggest theme. More specifically, Dr. Jekyll 

and Mr. Hyde is easily viewed as an allegory about the good and evil that exist in 

all men, and about our struggle with these two sides of the human personality. In 

this book, then, the battle between good and evil rages/happens in a strong and 

violent way within the individual. The question is which is superior. Since Hyde 

seems to be taking over, one could argue that evil is stronger than good. However, 

Hyde does end up dead at the end of the story, perhaps suggesting a weakness 

or failure of evil. The big question, of course, is whether or not good can be 

separated from evil, or whether the two are forever intertwined. 

Try on an opinion: the relationship between Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde begins as father/son 

then shifts to that of equals in competition for dominance. 

 

slide 2 The characters 

One might question the extent to which Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are in fact a 

single character. Until the end of the novel, the two personas seem nothing 

alike, respectable doctor and the hideous, depraved Hyde are almost opposite in 

type and personality. Stevenson uses this marked contrast to make his point: 

every human being contains opposite forces within him or her, an alter ego that 

hides behind one's polite facade. Thus, to understand fully the significance of 

either Jekyll or Hyde, we must ultimately consider the two as constituting one 

single character. Indeed, taken alone, neither is a very interesting personality; it 

is the nature of their interrelationship that gives the novel its power. 

Despite the seeming diametric opposition between Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, their 

relationship in fact involves a complicated dynamic. While it is true that Jekyll 

largely appears as moral and decent, engaging in charity work and enjoying a 



reputation as a courteous and genial man, he in fact never fully embodies virtue 

in the way that Hyde embodies evil. Although Jekyll undertakes his experiments 

with the intent of purifying his good side from his bad and vice versa, he ends up 

separating the bad alone, while leaving his former self, his Jekyll-self, as mixed 

as before. Jekyll succeeds in liberating his darker side, freeing it from the bonds 

of conscience, yet as Jekyll he never liberates himself from this darkness. 

slide 3   setting/Victorian London 

Victorian London was a city with a double nature. These two opposite aspects of 

the city are mirrored in Henry Jekyll’s house with its two facades. It introduces to 

the theme of appearance, which figures in the novel both figuratively and literally. 

Dr. Jekyll definitely wants to keep up a façade of respectability, even though he 

has a lot of unsavory tendencies. In a literal sense, the appearances of buildings 

in the novel reflect the characters of the inhabitants. Dr. Jekyll has a comfortable 

and well-appointed house, but Mr. Hyde spends most of his time in the "dingy 

(dark and often also dirty) windowless structure" of the doctor’s laboratory. Other 

disreputable quarters of London are described as well; this is the ground of Mr. 

Hyde. 

Repression is indisputably a cause of the troubles in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

The repression here is that of Victorian England: no sexual appetites, no 

violence, and no great expressions of emotion, at least in the public sphere. 

Everything is sober and dignified, and you’re really not supposed to be happy. 

(That would somehow take away from your focus on morality). The more Dr. 

Jekyll’s forbidden appetites are repressed, the more he desires the life of Mr. 

Hyde, and the stronger Mr. Hyde becomes. This is clearly demonstrated after 

Dr. Jekyll’s two-month break/pause from wearing the visage of Mr. Hyde; Dr. 

Jekyll finds that the pull to evil has been magnified after months of repression. 

Forbidden appetites:  anything from drugs to sex for pleasure to alcohol abuse to public 

fighting. These were all considered bad news in Victorian times.  

Debate: does Dr. Jekyll’s difficulty in dealing with his inner desires reflect the difficulties of 
society at large? 
 

Slide  4  Plot 

Multiple narrators. The narration is characterized by multiple narrators and the 

epistolary style. In this way Stevenson keeps the truth from the reader until the 

very end of the book, creating a sense of suspence. The beginning of the story 

is told in third person with an external, non-omniscent narrator who identifies first 

with Enfield then with Utterson. The last chapters instead are written in the form 

of letters. The first letter gives the solution to the mistery and is told by Doctor 

Lanyon; the last letter in the book is by Jekyll and it provides a new perspectives 



and gives the reader not just the facts but why these facts happened. By so 

doing, the reader is puzzled and his/her moral beliefs are shaken. 

Try on an opinion or two, start a debate: 1. Why did Stevenson choose to write from 

multiple points of view? 2. One point of view is glaringly missing: that of Mr. Hyde. What is 

the effect of this? 

slide 5 The Duality of Human Nature  

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde centers upon a conception of humanity as dual in nature, 

although the theme does not emerge fully until the last chapter, when the complete 

story of the Jekyll-Hyde relationship is revealed. Therefore, we confront the theory 

of a dual human nature explicitly only after having witnessed all of the events of 

the novel, including Hyde’s crimes and his ultimate eclipsing of Jekyll. The text 

not only posits the duality of human nature as its central theme but forces us to 

ponder the properties of this duality and to consider each of the novel’s episodes 

as we weigh various theories. 

Jekyll asserts that “man is not truly one, but truly two,” and he imagines the human 

soul as the battleground for an “angel” and a “fiend/devil,” each struggling for 

mastery. But his potion, which he hoped would separate and purify each element, 

succeeds only in bringing the dark side into being—Hyde emerges, but he has no 

angelic counterpart. Once set free, Hyde slowly takes over, until Jekyll ceases to 

exist. If man is half angel and half fiend/devil, one wonders what happens to the 

“angel” at the end of the novel. 

Perhaps the angel gives way permanently to Jekyll’s devil. Or perhaps Jekyll is 

simply mistaken: man is not “truly two” but is first and foremost the primitive 

creature embodied in Hyde, brought under tentative control by civilization, law, 

and conscience. According to this theory, the potion simply strips away the 

civilized covering, exposing man’s essential nature. Certainly, the novel goes out 

of its way to paint Hyde as animalistic—he is hairy and ugly; he conducts himself 

according to instinct rather than reason; Utterson describes him as a primitive 

creature. Ultimately, while Stevenson clearly asserts human nature as possessing 

two aspects, he leaves open the question of what these aspects constitute. 

Perhaps they consist of evil and virtue; perhaps they represent one’s inner animal 



and the covering that civilization has imposed. Stevenson leaves us to look within 

ourselves to find the answers. 

 

Slide 6    The author 

Robert Louis Stevenson, one of the masters of the Victorian adventure story, was 

born in Edinburgh, Scotland, on November 13, 1850. He was a sickly child, and 

respiratory troubles plagued him throughout his life. As a young man, he traveled 

through Europe, leading a bohemian lifestyle and penning his first two books, both 

travel narratives. In 1876, he met a married woman, Fanny Van de Grift Osbourne, 

and fell in love with her. Mrs. Osbourne eventually divorced her husband, and she 

and Stevenson were married. 

Stevenson returned to London with his bride and wrote prolifically over the next 

decade, in spite of his terrible health. He won widespread admiration with Treasure 

Island, written in 1883, and followed it with Kidnapped in 1886; both were 

adventure stories, the former a pirate tale set on the high seas and the latter a 

historical novel set in Stevenson’s native Scotland. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, which 

Stevenson described as a “fine bogey tale,” also came out in 1886. It met with 

tremendous success, selling 40,000 copies in six months and ensuring 

Stevenson’s fame as a writer. 

In its narrative of a respectable doctor who transforms himself into a savage 

murderer, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde tapped directly into the anxieties of Stevenson’s 

age. The Victorian era, named for Queen Victoria, who ruled England for most of 

the nineteenth century, was a time of unprecedented technological progress and 

an age in which European nations carved up the world with their empires. By the 

end of the century, however, many people were beginning to call into question the 

ideals of progress and civilization that had defined the era, and a growing sense 

of pessimism and decline pervaded artistic circles. Many felt that the end of the 

century was also witnessing a twilight of Western culture. 

With the notion of a single body containing both the erudite Dr. Jekyll and the 

depraved Mr. Hyde, Stevenson’s novel imagines an inextricable link between 

civilization and savagery, good and evil. Jekyll’s attraction to the freedom from 



restraint that Hyde enjoys mirrors Victorian England’s secret attraction to „savage“ 

non-Western cultures, even as Europe claimed superiority over them. This 

attraction also informs such books as Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. For, as 

the Western world came in contact with other peoples and ways of life, it found 

aspects of these cultures within itself, and both desired and feared to indulge 

them. These aspects included open sensuality, physicality, and other so-called 

irrational tendencies. Even as Victorian England sought to assert its civilization 

over and against these instinctual sides of life, it found them secretly fascinating. 

Indeed, society’s repression of its darker side only increased the fascination. As 

a product of this society, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde manifests this fascination; yet, as 

a work of art, it also questions this interest. 

By the late 1880s, Stevenson had become one of the leading lights of English 

literature. But even after garnering fame, he led a somewhat troubled life. He 

traveled often, seeking to find a climate more amenable to the tuberculosis that 

haunted his later days. Eventually he settled in Samoa, and there Stevenson died 

suddenly in 1894, at the age of forty-four. 
 

slide 7  Quote 

“ It was on the moral side, and in my own person, that I learned to recognise the 

thorough and primitive duality of man; I saw that, of the two natures that contended 

in the field of my consciousness, even if I could rightly be said to be either, it was 

only because I was radically both; and from an early date . . . I had learned to 

dwell with pleasure, as a beloved daydream, on the thought of the separation of 

these elements.” 

This quotation appears in Chapter 10, “Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the 

Case," which consists of the letter that Jekyll leaves for Utterson. The letter 

allows us finally to glimpse the events of the novel from the inside. In this 

passage, Jekyll discusses the years leading up to his discovery of the potion 

that transforms him into Hyde. He summarizes his theory of humanity’s dual 

nature, which states that human beings are half virtuous and half criminal, half 

moral and half amoral. Jekyll’s goal in his experiments is to separate these two 



elements, creating a being of pure good and a being of pure evil. In this way 

he seeks to free his good side from dark urges while liberating his wicked side 

from the pangs of conscience. Ultimately, however, Jekyll succeeds only in 

separating out Hyde, his evil half, while he himself remains a mix of good and 

evil. And eventually, of course, Hyde begins to predominate, until Jekyll ceases 

to exist and only Hyde remains. This outcome suggests a possible fallacy in 

Jekyll’s original assumptions. Perhaps he did not possess an equally balanced 

good half and evil half, as he thought. The events of the novel imply that the 

dark side (Hyde) is far stronger than the rest of Jekyll—so strong that, once 

sent free, this side takes him over completely. 

 

Slide 8 questionario Questbase 

 

Slide 9 FILM (some sections) 
 

Conclusion: perhaps man doesn’t have two natures but rather a single, 

primitive, amoral one that remains just barely constrained by the bonds of 

civilization. Moreover, the novel suggests that once those bonds are broken, it 

becomes impossible to reestablish them; the genie cannot be put back into the 

bottle, and eventually Hyde will permanently replace Jekyll—as he finally does. 

Even in Victorian England—which considered itself the height of Western 

civilization—Stevenson suggests that the dark, instinctual side of man remains 

strong enough to devour anyone who, like Jekyll, proves foolish enough to 

unleash it. 

Slide 10 no comment…. 
 


